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Abslraet. We describe some experiments in voice-to-voice conversion that use acoustic parameters from the speech of two
talkers (source and target). Transformations are performed on the parameters of the source to convert them to match as
closely as possible those of the target. The speech of both talkers and that of the transformed talker is synthesized and
compared to the original speech. The objective of this research is to develop a model for (1 ~creating new synthetic voices,
(2) studying factors responsible for synthetic voice quality, and (3) determining methods f~:' speaker normalization.
Zusammenfassung. Wir beschreiben hier einige Experimente in Stimme zu Stimme Umwandlung basierend auf Sprachproduktionen yon zwei Sprechern (QueUe und Ziel). Transformationen der Parameter der Quelle werden ausgefiihn um
dieselben so gut wie mOglich dem Ziel anzupassen. Die transformierte Sprache, sowie die Sprache der beiden Sprecher
wird synthetiseh hergestellt und mit dem Original (Quelle) verglichen. Der Zweck dieser Forschung ist ein Model fiir (1)
Neue synthetische Stimmen herzustellen, (2) Faktoren zu erforsehen, die flit die Qualitat synthetischer Stimmen verantwortlich sind und (3) Methoden flit Sprechernormalisering zu bestimmen.
R~smn6. Nous d6crivons des exp6riences dans le domaine de la conversion de la voix qui uti~isent des param~tres acoustiques
provenant de la voix de deux individus (source et cible). Des transformations sont faites sur les param~:tres de la source
afin de les faire co'incider autant que possible avec ceux de la cible. Le signal de parole des deux individus et celui obtenu
apr~s transformation sont synth6tis6s et compar6s au signal original. Le but de cette recherche est de d~velopper un module
pour (1) cr6er de nouvelles voix synth6tiques, (2) 6tudier les fac:eurs responsahles de la qualit~ des voix synth6tiques, et
(3) d6terminer des m6thodes pour la normalisation de la voix de diff~rents individus.
Keywords. Speech, synthesis, quality.

1. Introduction and purpose
F o r several years o n e aspect of o u r research
has focused on d e t e r m i n i n g factors responsible
for the quality o f synthetic speech (Childers and
W u , 1988). O n e objective is to d e v e l o p speech
synthesis systems that can mimic a desired voice
or create a n e w voice with desired characteristics,
as Mel Blanc did w h e n he created such L o o n e y

T u n e Characters as Bugs Bunny, T w e e t y Bird,
Sylvester the Cat, Daffy Duck, and others (Childers, 1987). H o w e v e r , to date research along
these lines has lacked formal models to assist researchers in these tasks. T h e work r e p o r t e d here
m a y be considered a m o d e l for synthesizing
speech f r o m a set o f acoustic parameters. T h e
speech records of two talkers are analyzed and
each record is r e p r e s e n t e d by a set of acoustic
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parameters. The acoustic parameters of one
talker (called the source) are transformed to
closely match those of the other talker (called the
target). The objective of the transformation is to
determine rules and factors for converting the
speech of one talker to sound like that of another.
This research is one model for studying factors
responsible for the quality of synthetic speech,
for mimicking voices (even vocal disorders), for
creating new voices, and for speaker normalization.
Similar work along these lines has been attempted before by Atal and Hanauer (1971), who
demonstrated the feasibility of modifying voice
characteristics using an LPC vocoder. The phase
vocoder (Flanagan, 1972) could do so as well.
Seneff (1982) developed a system to modify independently the excitation and vocal tract filter. Her
method, unlike linear predictive coding (LPC),
performs the desired voice conversions or transformations in the frequency domain without
explicitly extracting the fundamental frequency of
voicing (pitch). Cheng and Guerin (1987) have
examined controlling the asymmetry of the glottal
excitation waveform for generating high quality
synthesized male and female speech. Rosson and
Cecala (1986) and Ladd et al. (1985) have been
studying methods for creating any desired voice
characteristic. Our own work has examined
methods for converting the speech of a talker of
one gender to sound like that of a talker of the
other gender. (Yea, 1983; Childers et al., 1983a,
b; Naik, 1984; Yegnanarayana et al., 1984; Childers et al., 1985a, b; Wu, 1985; Childers, 1985:
Childers et al. 1987a, b; Childers and Wu, 1988).
We have also examined methods for synthesizing
vocal disorders (Pinto et al., 1989).

2. Method
The experiments described here address the
voice conversion task. Speech tokens for the same
sentence were taken from multiple speakers, both
male (4) and female (1). Three sentences were
used: (1) We were away a year ago; (2) Should
we chase those cowboys?; (3) The boy was there
when the sun rose. An analysis was pcrformed on
Speech Communicatitm

each sentence spoken by each speaker and
parameters were obtained, including factors related to (1) vocal tract length (related to average
formant locations), (2) formant bandwidths and
overall spectral shape including slope, (3) energy
level contour, (4) pitch contour, and (5) timing
parameters related to glottal events. We used
both the speech and electroglottograph (EGG)
signals (Childers and Larar, 1984; Krishnamurthy
and Childers, 1986). The data were analyzed and
some simple rules were developed for converting
the speech of one talker (source) to sound like
(mimic) that of another talker (target). The
source and target might be of opposite gender,
might differ in age, or might have vocal disorders.
Many specific synthesis parameters were varied
for these voice conversion experiments. The main
tasks are listed in Table 1. The key synthesis
parameters and their ranges were established
through head-phone listening tests using seven listeners.

3. Speech dependent analysis
Two types of signal analyses were conducted.
One was the conventional pitch asynchronous,
fixed frame and fixed window linear predictive
coding (LPC) analysis. The other analysis method
used a variable frame and window. This technique
we call signal (or speech) dependent analysis,
which we explain below.
To improve our analysis-synthesis system we
incorporated a signal dependent analysis-synthesis feature into our system so that we could
examine the effect of changing the frame size and
rate, number of linear prediction coefficients
(LPCs), altering the preemphasis factor, and varying the glottal excitation pulse shape. We derive
features from the speech signal through a preliminary analysis. The knowledge gained is represented in the form of speech segment class information. We use five classes of segments: silence (S), unvoiced (U), voiced (V), transitions
from unvoiced to silence or vice versa (TR1), and
transitions from voiced to unvoiced or silence and
vice versa (TR2). In the feature extraction analysis
we use the segment class information to determine the effective frame size and number of
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Table 1
Voice conversion experiments
Varied

Selected

Preliminary synthesis task: reconstruct original speech of both source and target
Analysis:

Pitch asynchronous, fixed frame and window
1. LPC parameters
2. Samples/frame
3. Frames/s
4. Pitch contour construction

12
200, 300
200
combined EGG & speech method

Variable frame and window (speech dependent analysis)
1. window
2. Samples/frame
3. Frame/s
Excitation:

Gaussian &Hanning
Segment dependent
Segment dependent

1. Waveform

Impulse
Triple pulse
Fant's
LF
DEGG

2. Fant's parameters
Opening phase Tt
Closing phase T,
(as % of pitch period)

40-6O%
10-13%

Voice conversion synthesis task: Male <=~Female
Analysis:

Used LPC parameters established in preliminary synthesis tasks for both pitch asynchronous and speech dependent analysis.
Synthesis:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Spectral compression/expansionfactors
Gain factors
Pitch compression/expansionfactors
Intonation

Excitation:

1. Wavcform

2. Fant's parameters
Opening phase T~
Closing phase
(as % of pitch period)

parameters needed to represent the frame. O u r
goal is to obtain a realistic representation of temporal and spectral features of different types of
segments in speech. This signal d e p e n d e n t
analysis-synthe~i~ ~ystem produces high quality
speech compared to that obtained usiag an

Averaged & segment dependent
With & without dynamic compensation
Averaged
With & without equalization
Impulse
Triple pulse
Fant's
LF
DEGG
Averaged & segment dependent

analysis based on fixed frame size and a fixed
n u m b e r of parameters. We have applied this system to convert a male voice (source) to a female
voice (target) and vice versa.
Conventional analysis-synthesis systems use a
fixed frame size, frame rate a n d n u m b e r of
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parameters per frame. These parameters are typically 20 ms for the frame size, 100 frames/s and
12 linear prediction coefficients (LPC) in a linear
prediction analysis-synthesis system. These values are fixed as a compromise among the conflicting requirements for temporal (frame rate) and
spectral (frame size) resolution, bit rate (number
of LPCs), quality and intelligibility.
The disadvantage of using a smaller frame size
is that a poorer spectral resolution is obtained
which affects voiced segments while the disadvantage of using a larger frame size is that a poorer
temporal resolution is obtained, affecting the
transient segments. For silent and unvoiced segments, only the gross spectral characteristics need
be represented. In fact, higher ~:~solution through
a high order LPC may produ~'c spurious peaks,
giving the perceptual impressic:~ of incorrect formant locations. In a transitic, n region from a
voiced region to other regions or vice versa, a
small analysis frame size and high spectral resolution would be required to track the formant
transitions. In an analysis using a fixed frame size
and a fixed number of parameters, all the segments are represented alike. Whereas a realistic
representation requires a variable frame size and
variable number of parameters per frame depending on the nature of the segment.
From our studies the requirements of the signal-dependent analysis-synthesis system can be
summarized as follows:
(1) Determine the segment class for each frame:
5 classes, silent (S), unvoiced (U), voiced
(V), transition from uJ~voiced to silent or vice
versa (TRt), and transition from voiced to unvoiced or silent or vice versa (TR2).
(2) Determine the pitch period for voiced segments.
(3) Compute the LPCs for each frame.
(4) Compute the gain for each frame.
(5) Determine the excitation class for each
frame: 4 classes, silent (S), unvoiced (U),
voiced (V), and mixed (M) (a combination of
voiced and unvoiced excitation).
(6) Synthesize speech using the LPCs, pitch,
gain, and excitation class information for
each frame.
When we applied this speech dependent
analysis system to analyze a sentence we fixed the
Speech Communication

frame rate and the frame size but the effective
frame size was varied depending on the speech
segment class. To realize an effective window
size, we selected either a Gaussian or Hanning
window. The standard deviation of the Gaussian
window may be varied depending on the desired
effective frame size.
In preliminary experiments the segment class
information and pitch countour were extracted
manually from the speech signal. We now have
automated
procedures
for
these
tasks
(Krishnamurthy and Childers, 1986; Childers et
al., 1988). The gain countour and the excitation
class information are obtained using automated
analysis programs.

4. Excitation

Five excitation model wave forms were
examined: impulse, triple pulse, Fant's (Fant,
1979), LF (Fant et al., 1985), and the differentiated EGG (DEGG). Impulse excitation was
applied at the instant of glottal closure. Triple
pulse excitation refers to the use of three impulses
for excitation which occur at the instant of glottal
opening, maximum glottal opening, and glottal
closure. The magnitude and polarity of these
three pulses are controlled. The first is small and
positive; the second is the largest and negative;
and the third is in between the other two and
positive. Fant's model is controlled by four
parameters, the duration of the glottal opening
phase (TI), the duration of the glottal closing
phase (T2), the },itch period (T), and a closing
phase slope parameter (K). The LF model uses
7"1, 7"2, T, magnitude, and exponential parameters. The differentiated EGG (DEGG) waveforrn
closely resembles the differentiated Fant
waveform. Furthermore, the positive and negative peaks of the DEGG occur approximately at
the instants of maximum glottal opening and glottal closure, respectively. The parameters for the
excitation waveforms are easily extracted from
the speech and EGG signals. The pitch and gain
contours are used as well.
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5. Analysis and synthesis
An outline of the analysis steps is:
(1) Measure the speech and EGG data for each
subject.
(2) Construct the pitch and gain contours.
(3) Identify the steady voiced segments from the
E G G and speech waveforms, pitch contour
and gain contour.
(4) Determine the average pitch over each of
these segments and compute the overall average pitch for male and female voices separately. Determine the pitch conversion factor
for converting the pitch of one voice to
another.
(5) Determine the ratio of the first three formants of the corresponding segments for the
two speakers in each of the steady regions.
Compute the average spectral compression/
expansion factor for the vocal tract length
compensation.
(6) Synthesize speech using the average pitch and
spectral conversion factors.
The average pitch conversion factor for converting the male to the female voice in our experiments was found to be 1.418 and the spectral
expansion factor was found to be 1.184, while
those for converting the female to the male voice
were the reciprocal of these numbers.
We determined the average characteristics of
the glottal pulse shape for male and female voices
and used the parameters representing these
characteristics in both synthesis and voice conversions. The steps are as follows:
(1) Determine the values of Tt and T z for Fant's
model from the center portion of each steady
segment. Determine the average value of Tl
and Tz for each speaker.
(2) Use these values of T1 and/'2 in synthesis and
for conversion. Use the average pitch and
spectral conversion factors previously derived.
Further improvement of the conversion process involves two refinements for each steady segment of voiced speech. One refinement requires
the determination of the spectral compression/expansion factor for each segment. The other refinement determines the glottal pulse characteristics represented by T~ and Tz for each segment.

The pitch conversion factor was not determined
on a segment by segment basis. Instead an average pitch conversion factor was used, but the
pitch contours were hand edited to smooth abrupt
changes. This smoothing can be done automatically. The steps are as follows:
(1) Identify the steady voiced segments. Plot the
LP spectra for male and female voices for the
corresponding segments.
(2) Derive the spectral compression/expansion
factor for each segment separately.
(3) Derive the glottal pulse parameters Tl and T2
separately for each segment from EEG
waveforms.
(4) Make a table of segments with entries for
spectral compression factors and glottal pulse
parameters.
(5) Synthesize speech by using the tables.
For the above procedures we aligned the
speech of the source and the target as described
below. The speech tokens of each talker were
classified into the five segments from which the
tables in step 4 immediately above were generated. If the speech of each talker differed with
respect to deletions, insertions or allophonic variations, then we made no attempt to compensate
for these differences. In our experiments we were
searching for rules that would transform various
acoustic parameters that affected the characteristics of the "voice" but retained the intelligibility
of the words spoken.

6. Rules and algorithms for voice conversion
6.1. O v e r v i e w

These experiments convinced us that several
analysis and synthesis factors were especially important for obtaining high quality synthetic
speech. These factors include:
- Proper measurement of the spectrum, including formant locations and bandwidths, overall
spectral shape and slope, and energy level. For
converting one voice of one gender (source) to
sound like that of another voice of the other
gender (target), the formants and bandwidths
of the source spectrum must be either
compressed or expanded to match those of the
Vol. 8. No. 2° June 1989
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target spectrum. An average spectral compression--expansion factor can be derived to achieve the conversion between speakers. But some
formants (and bandwidths) may need more
compression-expansion than others, i.e., this
factor may not be a constant across the spectral
band.
- The fundamental frequency of voicing (F0), or
speech eountour must be replicated accurately.
This factor changes on a sentence by sentence
basis.
- The glottal excitation waveshape should be as
close to the original as possible if high quality
speech is to be obtained. This waveshape appears to remain the same for each speaker
across sentences. Waveshape parameters related to glottal timing events are perceptually
relevant, e.g., duration of the open glottal interval, duration of the closed glottal interval,
duration of the opening of the glottis and duration of the closing of the glottis. The glottal
duty cycle (ratio of open interval to total
period) is important. The ratio of the duration
of the glottal opening interval to the duration
of the glottal closure interval appears to remain
stable from sentence to sentence for each
speaker.
6.2. Voiced~unvoiced~mixed~silent (V/U/M/S)
interval identification and classification
Our rules and algorithms for performing this
step appear in Pinto et al. (1989) and Childers et
al. (1988). We use both the speech and E G G signals.
6.3. Pitch contour transformation
One factor in voice conversion is the fundamental frequency of voicing or the pitch contour.
The pitch contours of the two talkers (source and
target) will generally have many differences. In
our studies we have used two methods for pitch
contour transformation. One method used only a
simple scale factor to transform the pitch contour
of the source to march the pitch contour of the
target on the average. The scale factor was that
multiplicative constant that converted the average
pitch of the source to be the average pitch of the
Speech Communicalion
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target. The scale factor may be less than (compression) or greater than (expansion) unity. The
scaled pitch contour of the source is then used for
synthesizing the converted speech. Note that the
pitch contour retains its shape in every detail; it
is simply rescaled. This method retains the pitch
fluctuation characteristics of the source in the synthesized converted voices.
The other method simply uses the target pitch
contour to synthesize the converted speech. This
method requires aligning the different speaking
rates of the two talkers using either a dynamic
time warping algorithm or an interactive contour
editing program. This method was generally preferred by listeners in the gender voice conversion
experiments, leading us to conclude that pitch
contour shape is an important factor responsible
for the quality of synthesized speech. The implementation of the procedure for calculating the
average pitch scale factor was described above,
6.4. Vocal tract length transformation
Voice conversion will generally involve a transformation of the formants, usually either an expansion or a compression. This transformation
can affect the pitch contour and the speaking rate.
For example, if the spectrum is to be compressed
by a factor c, then the pitch contour, p(i), is
modified to cp(i) and the number of samples per
frame changes from Ns to cNs. It is possible to
keep the total number of frames to be synthesized
the same, but the total number of samples will
change by the factor c. If the speech is synthesized
at the cf~ rate, then the pitch and speaking rate
will remain the same, but the signal bandwidth
will be reduced to cfJ2, where f~ is the original
sampling frequency. Note that it is not necessary
to change the LPCs for each frame.
An alternate and more flexible approach to
spectral expansion/compression is to alter or
transform the roots of the LP polynomial in the
z-plane. The advantage of this method is that the
frequency location and bandwidth of each root
can be controlled separately and the speech can
be synthesized at the original sampling frequency,
usually 10 kHz. A disadvantage of this approach
is that numerical computation problems may
occur if the LP coefficients become very large or
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very small as may occur with a large change in the
spectral expansion/compression factor. However,
in voice conversion usually only small changes
occur. The procedure for calculating the average
spectral expansion/compression factor has been
described above. We discuss below the rules for
calculating this factor on a segment-by-segment
basis.
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computed as described previo,s!y and Ao(i) is the
ith normalized formant frequency. Equation (2)
prescribes a different shift for different formants
depending on the formant location. The lower the
formant frequency, the farther that formant will
be shifted from the origin. The higher the formant
frequency, the less the formant will be shifted.
6.6. Dynamic energy compensation

6.5. Dynamic spectral expansion/compression
The average spectral expansion/compression
factor described above does not provide a good
quality speech synthesis for voice conversion.
One reason for this is that when converting a male
voice to a female voice the spectral expansion/
compression factor is usually greater than unity
since the female format locations are usually
higher than the male formant locations. If we shift
all formants uniformly, then the male voice converted to a female voice will tend to sound "metallic", since the shifted formants will now be located at a higher frequency and have more energy
than the desired formants of the target female
speech.
A rescaling of the formant amplitudes does not
solve this problem. The higher frequency formants must be shifted less than the lower frequency formants. We developed a rule to dynamically
shift the formants on a frame-by-frame basis by
modifying the LPC coefficients.
Suppose LPC analysis yields a pole at rd °. This
pole can be moved by changing either r and/or 0.
Changing the pole location may also alter the
bandwidth of the resonance (or formant). To
achieve spectral compression we use a constant
or uniform shifting factor, i.e.

0,, = aOo,

(1)

where a is the average spectral compression factor computed as described above and 00 and Om
are the normalized original formant frequency
and modified formant frequency, respectively.
On the normalized scale 0 = :t corresponds to
one-half the sampling frequency, fJ2. For spectral
expansion we use the following a in (1):
a = 1 + (l/n) (ao - 1) (~t - Oo(i)),

(2)

where ao is the average spectral expansion factor

Spectral expansion/compression can cause
amplitude or "sound volume" distortion in the
synthesized speech because the energy of each
synthesized speech segment is determined by the
gain factor, G, in LPC analysis as well as by the
LPC coefficients. If we alter the formant locations
by spectral expansion/compression, then we alter
the LPC coefficients and in turn alter the energy
contour. Kuwabara (1984) noted similar problems
in synthesized speech.
A rule to compute the modified gain factor on
a frame-by-frame basis from the original gain factor, the original and modified LPC coefficients
and the original and synthesized speech signals
can be developed for either the frequency domain
or the time domain. The rule below is for the
time domain:

Gm
2= ~

=

......

Go, (3)

where Go is the original gain factor per frame,
Gm is the modified gain factor per frame, So(n)
is the original speech signal, Sm(n) is the synthesized speech signal, {ao(k)} is the set of LPC
coefficients for the original speech, {am(k)} is the
set of modified (spectraUy shifted) LPC coefficients, and 6(n) is the unit pulse function. This
rule was developed assuming impulse excitation
and may not be applicable for all cases. But the
listening tests told us that this rule is a good approximation for improving the quality of the
synthesized speech.
Using the dynamic energy compensation
technique, the scheme for speech synthesis is:
(1) Perform spectral expansion/compression
VoL 8, No. 2, June 1989
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frame-by-frame. Obtain modified LPC coefficients.
(2) Compute modified gain contour from original
gain contour frame-by-frame.
(3) Use modified gain contour, pitch contour and
desired excitation waveform model (e.g.,
Fant, LF, etc.) to generate excitation signal.
(4) Use excitation signal and modified LPC coefficients to synthesize speech.

7. Discussion

rhe initial task in Table I was to obtain a sample digitized sentence for both the source and
target speakers. We then synthesized each, varying the factors and parameters outlined in Table
1, finally selecting those listed. Next, the speech
of the source was converteti to that of the target,
with the gender being varied if required. Again
various factors and parameters were varied as
outlined in Table 1. To achieve high quality
mimicry, the source spectral factor related to
vocal tract length was converted to match that of
the target, while not distorting the spectrum used
to mimic the target. Said another way, the formants and their bandwidths were either compres-

sed or expanded as described in the previous section.
Replication of the spectral characteristics of a
speaker's voice is essential to creating high quality
synthetic speech. This was a major conclusion of
our preliminary studies and agreed with earlier
work by other researchers. However, the spectrum of the excitation influences the speech spectrum. For example, impulse excitation for a
speech synthesizer replicates the higher formants
reasonably well, but there is less excitation energy
in the low frequency region of the synthetic
speech. This contributes to impulse synthesized
speech being judged as having lesser quality than
speech synthesized using the LF or Fant's (Fant
et al., 1985; Fant, 1979) excitation waveforms or
the differentiated electroglottograph waveform.
Another reason for using either of these three
waveforms for excitation is that they all provide
several glottal timing parameters such as glottal
opening and closing phases.
One factor influenced by segment-by-segment
analysis is the distinctive time-frequency or
spectral transition patterns in the speech signal.
Spectral continuity is an important factor influencing the perceived quality of the speech signal. For example, spectral continuity and conser{DB)
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Fig. I. Three dimensional spectrograms for the speech segment "away" taken from the sentence "We were away a year ago" for
a male speaker (DMH): (a) original speech, (b) synthesized speech using Fant's model as excitation, (e) synthesized speech using
impulse excitation. The separation between successive plots along the time axis is 20 ms.
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vation is illustrated in Fig. 1. In Fig. la the spectrogram of the original male (DMH) speech is
shown for the speech segment "away" taken from
the sentence "We were away a year ago." The
spectrum was calculated using a 10 kHz sampling
rate with a non-overlapped Hamming window of
200 points. The 12 coefficient LPC envelope is
plotted. Fig. lb is the spectrogram for the synthesized speech using Fant's model as excitation.
To facilitate formant tracking in the analysis stage
the windowed segments were overlapped 50%
(100 points). All other parameters remained as
for Fig. la. Finally, Fig. lc shows the synthesized
speech using impulse excitation. The analysi~
phase did not use overlapped windows to illustrate better that formant tracking was inferior to
that for Fig. lb. Note that the first formant in Fig.
lc is greatly reduced over that shown in either

s.B

Figs. la or lb. This is due to less excitation energy
being present in the low frequency region (Wong,
1980). The higher formants are reasonably well
reproduced. There is also some degradation in
formant tracking in Fig. lc as compared to Fig.
lb, as might be expected. Because the spectrum
is neither conserved nor the proper spectral transactions maintained (spectral continuity) in Fig.
lc, as compared to Fig. lb, the synthesized speech
was not judged to be as high quality.
An example of the formant tracking required
to produce high quality synthetic speech is illustrated in Fig. 2 (Pinto et al., 1989). The width of
the formant tracks indicates the formant
bandwidths. We see that these bandwidths vary
dynamically and that they are typically larger the
higher the formant.
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Fig. 2. Speech waveform, spectrogram, and smoothed formant tracks for the sentence "We were away a year ago" for a male
speaker (DMH).
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8. Conclusions
A particularly troublesome parameter is the
spectral compression/expansion factor. While this
parameter need not always be applied on a segmental basis in the synthesis, the average value of
this parameter is important and should be applied
non-uniformly across the spectral band. This factor seems to remain the same for speakers across
sentences, possibly verifying what we would
guess, namely, that each individual's vocal tract
length does not change greatly from sentence to
sentence.
The glottal pulse timing parameters (T~, T2,
and duty cycle) and the pulse shape are important
on an average basis. The excitation waveform
parameters and waveshape appear to remain
nearly the same for each speaker across sentences, with little variation in glottal vibratory
patterns from sentence to sentence. Experiments
in Pinto et al. (1989) that converted a normal
voice to synthesized voices that were rough,
breathy, or creaky (vocal fry) did not dynamically
vary the glottal pulse timing parameters or pulse
shape on a frame-by-frame basis. Listeners
judged the synthesized voices as being of very
high quality and as sounding like the voice of the
original speaker but with a rough, breathy, or
creaky voice. These experiments lead us to speculate that dynamic variation of the glottal pulse
shape within a sentence is not necessary, at least
not for the experiments we have conducted.
The pitch contour does vary with the sentence
spoken by a particular individual. Pitch does
change from sentence to sentence.
Our experiments support the previous findings
of others that spectral conservation, continuity
and tracking are highly correlated to the perceived quality of synthetic speech (Juang, 1984).
Further, the quality (naturalness) of synthetic
speech is enhanced when the excitation waveform
incorporates glottal vibratory information. The
glottal events such as instant of opening and closure and their durations can be measured with
the electroglottograph. These timing parameters
may be used to position impulses and calculate
parameters for Fant's model or others. These experiments and others (Childers and Wu, 1989)
have established that when actual glottal vibrat-
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ory parameters are used to synthesize speech the
quality of the speech is improved as judged by
listeners. This is true for conventional excitations
and also for the differentiated electroglottograph
waveform. This is due to the fact that for the differentiated electroglottograph waveform (1) the
excitation energy is distributed over the pitch
period, (2) the speaker's jitter is included as a
natural by-product, (3) the excitation spectrum is
relatively fiat, and (4) the peaks in the excitation
waveform are located at the instant of glottal closure and opening where the primary and secondary excitations, respectively, normally occur.
The implication of these remarks about excitation waveform timing parameters is that we
should incorporate the timing characteristics of
the glottal excitation into a speech synthesizer.
For efficient coding, the glottal excitation can be
represented by a 4 or 5 parameter model. The
parameters of the glottal excitation model can be
obtained by inverse filtering the speech signal or
by using the electroglottogram. If the exact excitation waveform cannot be replicated, then the
duty cycle of the glottal excitation interval should
be replicated in the synthesizer waveform.
Finally, we point out that this research has direct application to speaker normalization. If we
are able to discover the rules by which one
speaker can be converted or transformed to sound
like that of another, then presumably all speakers
could be converted to sound like one speaker,
thus achieving speaker normalization. Our model
provides a mechanism for learning these rules for
a set of standard acoustic parameters.
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